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Regional Forecast Map Fall Foliage
Tpday will be noticeably cooler than yesterday as a weak cold front departs to our east. A chilly
ribrthwesterly breeze will calm down tonight, and after a frosty start, Friday will feature abundant
sunshine as high pressure builds into the region. Intervals of sun and clouds will characterize the
’weekend, with temperatures remaining near normal.
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Mount Nittany, Tussey Ridge
Leaves on the ground could be a bit
damp and slippery from last night's
showers. However, trail conditions will
improve throughout the day.
Bald Eagle, Spring creeks
The recent dry spell has left creeks and
streams running at below normal levels.
No rise is expected over the next five
days.

Additional Weather
Big Ten Universities Pa. Cities Forecast Visit the Meteorology Department at

http://weather.psu.eduToday
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Comments concerning the content of
this page can be e-mailed to:

PSUMeteo@psu.edu
Bradford
Erie(Data valid through 8 a.m. Oct. 28)

Oct. precipitation 2.68 inches
Normal Oct. precip 2.90 inches
Oct temp, departure .. +1.25 deg.

Michigan 59 42 Mostly Sunny
Michigan St ... 60 40 Mostly Sunny
Minnesota 59 46 P.M. Showers
Northwestern.. 63 48 P.M. Clouds
Ohio State 64 41 Mostly Sunny
Purdue 67 51 P.M. Clouds
Wisconsin 62 45 P.M. Clouds

Lead Forecaster:
Drew JacksonHarrisburg...

Johnstown ..

Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh...
Scranton
Williamsport.

How to interpret this map: Shades of gray indicate the expected high temperatures for today.
Today’s forecasted high and tomorrow morning’s low are also shown for selected cities.
Legend: SU(Sunny), PS(Partly Sunny), MS(Mostly Sunny), MC(Mostly Cloudy). CY(Cloudy), HZ(Hazy)
RN (Rain), SH(Showers), SN (Snow), SF (Snow Flurries), l(lce), TS (Thunderstorms).

Associate Forecasters:
Elizabeth Wood

Sun Data
Sunset today
Sunrisetomorrow

5:12 P.M.
6:42 A M.

Forecast prepared by the Campus Weather Service of the Department of Meteorology

Glenn Shuttle
Continued from Page 1 . Glenn opted out of the jet flight

Fourteen busloads of people once it was postponed.
: raveled to the launch pad to wave Glenn left the crowd in the front
roodbye and take pictures of the passenger seat of a sporty convert-
crew. ible driven by his commander, Cur-

It took longer than planned to get tis Brown Jr.
ill those people where they needed “Hey, buckle up!” Brown shout-
iobe. ed, and everyone did.

Rothenberg said Glenn is excited
about returning to orbit after 36'/2

years, but “totally composed.” his family, sent Glenn the picture Continued from Page 1 because it is thought to help regu-
late sleep.“He’s treating it like a profes- so he could autograph it. and heart-rate regulation which

sional, like a fighter pilot getting “He shared that with the whole could lead to more rested astro-
ready to fly,” Rothenberg said of crew,” said Charles Precourt, a nauts, Pawelczyk said.
Glenn's training.. space shuttle commander who is Melatonin is not regulated under

At Tuesday night’s beach barbe- assisting Discovery’s crew. federal law because it occurs natu-
cue, Glenn showed off a photo of “Since a lot of us are aviators rally in some foods and in the
himself with his World War II and buffs of history and whatnot, brain, according to an article by
squadron. that was quite a thing to be able to The Associated Press.

One of the men in the photo, or share with him,” Precourt said. It is available in health stores

However, there is no strong sci-
entific evidence at this point to
support this theory, according to
the article.

John Glenn, who will serve as a
payload specialist, is scheduled to
participate in the sleep experi-It also delayed the crew’s train-

mg-jet session.
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Meat Style or Vegetarian,

6pH N 24 tfo UR 5 Salad and Sourdough I Minimum Delivery I

_
_126 W. Co|lege_Ave._ j

EAT STANLEY’S
WONDER WINGS
BBCfc Meek, Arrogant, A Obnoxious

WINGSI-9?We accept

THE DINER your parents
credit cards

Delivery ’Til 1 a.m

238-7788
with Bleu Cheese

good thru 10/29/98
Valid for deliver.' only


